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TACTICS GUIDE 
 

 

Version 1.0 – by Shalbatana (Peter Zunitch) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document is an attempt to gather some general information on how to successfully 

play the B5:IFH game. This is an un-official guide, and everything here is based on my 

own observations and discussions with others on the forum. Feel free to contribute, 

clarify or provide a better solution than that which I’ve listed here. I’ll put it into the next 

version. 

 

 

New in this version: This is the initial release. Check back for updates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Babylon 5: I’ve Found Her” (IFH), and the prequel campaign “Danger & Opportunity” 

were created by the Space Dream Factory as a work of fanfiction in tribute to J. Michael 

Strazynski’s “Bablyon 5” television series.                                    www.ifh.firstones.com 
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BEFORE YOU START 

 

This document was written to give hints and tips to players who are really struggling at 

coming into their own with the game. You should not read this document until after you 

have become familiar with the game. Instead, read the “readme” document included with 

the game download, and the instruction manual (coming soon). You should then start the 

game and play the tutorial missions. This manual assumes a certain familiarity with the 

game, so if you haven’t done the above yet, stop reading now, and put this document 

aside for the future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This document is an attempt to give players a greater insight into how to think, play, and 

ultimately win the missions in the IFH game. Note that all hints are general. We will not 

be talking about specific missions, no spoilers, and there are no scenario walkthroughs. 

What is here is an attempt to provide general insight into how to think, and react against 

the enemies you will encounter in the game. There are also ideas on controls, and step-

by-step guides to get you through some of the more confusing aspects of the game. 

 

Note that while most of these tips are general, and will work in most situations, they are 

geared towards the official IFH: Danger & Opportunity game campaign and storyline. 

Custom missions & skirmishes introduce variables, which may make the information 

here less relevant. For example, if you’re not flying a starfury, you will have different 

weapons, and some attack methods mentioned here may not work as well. 
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II. SHIPS & OBJECTS, AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM 

 

Know your enemy well. Each target has its own strengths and weaknesses. Ships vary 

greatly in maneuverability, firepower, armament, hull strength, etc. Even the shape of the 

ship can give you a better tactical advantage from one approach over another. 

 

RAIDER ZEPHYRS – Zephyrs have great maneuverability, and decent acceleration. 

Thus they’re a little hard to get a good lock-on for very long. If you get in the middle of 

them and they’ll circle you until you’re toast, especially if your thrusters have been 

damaged. Their weapons however are not very powerful, and they have very little 

durability. You need very little power to take them out. Un-linking your guns to increase 

fire rate is amazingly helpful against raiders. As a group, Raiders tend to be more chaotic, 

with ships going in all directions. They are known, however, to send some ships into the 

fray to tie up the enemy, while a few others will break off to take out their intended 

target. A zephyr has a low profile from the front, back and sides, but coming at them 

from the top or bottom will give you a nice wide target. 

 

NARN FRAZIS – These are sturdy little fighters that pack a decent punch. They are not 

very maneuverable though. The chance to hit one isn’t noticeably different from one side 

to the next. Their increased armor means you will need the extra power when you hit 

them, so keep your guns linked if you want to cause any amount of serious damage. Un-

linked guns are too weak to make a real impact and you will have to hit them too many 

times before you take them out. However they are slightly easier to hit than raiders, as 

they are not as maneuverable. During dogfights, look for Frazis to slow, make pivot-tight 

turns, and then accelerate again. If you tend to get in behind or in front of ships during 

dogfights, expect a good chance of collision with a Frazi. Frazi’s also have a rather good 

rate of fire, so if you’re hit by one shot, there’s a pretty good chance you’ll be hit by a 

second, third or fourth, and that’s pretty much all they need to take you out.  

 

EARTH ALLIANCE STARFURIES – When fighting starfuries of any class, be prepared 

for some real strafing type hit-and-runs from your enemy. Furies give a slightly larger 

profile from the top and bottom, but in most cases you won’t notice a difference. Their 

heavy class means these ships are more easily disabled than destroyed, but if they are 

damaged they can lose their maneuverability advantage very quickly. Try to keep the 

battlefield wide, but use your ability to pivot and lead if they get close. It is a good idea to 

keep your guns linked, and your speed around 400mps in at least one direction. Use your 

maneuvering thrusters to jink, and to bring your target into good alignment for a few 

quick shots. If they start firing back, get out of the way using the thrusters too. If they hit, 

it will hurt! 

 

CAPITAL SHIPS – Strafing runs work best against capital ships. You can fire missiles 

from far away and you are all but guaranteed a hit if it’s not shot down. When attacking 

with your cannons, fly in fast, attack and get out fast. Know the ship you are fighting 

well. Does it have any blind spots where its guns can’t reach you? Where are the external 

weapons? Taking them out requires a lot less energy than destroying the ship as a whole, 

and if you do you can remove its ability to successfully defend itself. Attack from the 
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same side as much as possible, and try to hit the same spots often. You may cause a 

critical that takes out a key system, part of the ship or destroys it utterly. Engine attacks 

are great for that sort of thing. 

 

STATIONS – Space stations at the moment are defenseless. 

 

CIVILIAN TANKERS, LUXARY LINERS, SHUTTLES, and ESCAPE PODS – You 

shouldn’t be firing at these. If for some reason you need to though, know that they are 

defenseless and barely move, if at all. 

 

SATELLITES – Currently there are only communications satellites in the game. They are 

defenseless. 

 

JUMPGATES – Jumpgates can be damaged, though it won’t affect its ability to function 

until it’s completely destroyed. It should be noted that no being from any race in their 

right mind would consider willfully destroying a jumpgate, unless in an act of extreme 

desperation, like preventing an enemy from entering a system through it. Even then, it’s 

usually better to just disable it, so it can be re-activated at a later date. They’re just too 

valuable. 

 

BOXES - These defenseless objects are just for target practice or cargo debris. They 

remain stationary until you hit them, then they fly casually away in the opposite direction. 

If you can't hit these, you may as well pack it in and go back to your moisture farm. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS – There are other structures, ships and objects out there you may 

encounter. Some of them it would be meaningless to attack. Others you have no chance 

of standing against, and the battle will be lost the minute you encounter them. 
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III. USEFUL SHIP SYSTEMS 

 

DUAL PULSE CANNONS – These guns fire in both linked (both fire at the same time), 

and un-linked (one cannon, then the other) mode. This allows for a highly versatile 

system of attack. Linked mode will deliver a tremendous punch to a target. Damage can 

be severe and widespread. This mode tends to heat up quickly though, and if you fire too 

often they will begin to overheat. Failsafes prevent an overload, but the guns will fire at a 

severely reduced rate until they are allowed to cool off. Only go heavy on the trigger 

when you’ve really homed in on your target. 

 

Un-linked mode is just the opposite. They take much longer to overheat, and a shorter 

time to cool down, but at the cost of strength. Whereas linked mode delivers two pulses 

to your target, this only delivers the strength of one. Also know that with linked mode if 

one shot hits, the other will as well. With un-linked there are no guarantees, as the target 

will have moved between shots. All told though, unlinked cannons allow for a longer 

sustained attack and a slightly wider area of saturation.  If your target is low on hull 

strength, switch to un-linked, as it will allow a greater chance to have at least one shot hit 

over a greater period of time. 

 

 

MISSILES – Missile attacks can often take out a fighter in one hit, and severely cripple 

shuttles in two. Fire your missiles as your target is heading directly into, or directly away 

from you, it has a tremendously better chance to hit than if you fire it at the side of a 

fighter/shuttle. While your missiles do turn and home in, they are slow to maneuver. A 

missile heading at a target from a 90 degree angle will see that ship heading out of range, 

as the missile passes beyond, and then tries to arc around to catch up. However a missile 

fired head on into a shuttle is almost a certain hit. Missiles are also good to manipulate 

your enemy. If you see your missile is going slightly right of the target, expect them to 

not break in that direction. Expect the enemy fighters to help each other out with missiles. 

Fire one into a dogfight and there’s a good chance of it being taken out before it hits 

anything. 

 

Missiles have a few drawbacks though. First, you must be showing a “lock” on your 

target. If you can’t lock on, missiles won’t help. Second, the firing mechanism is slow to 

react you sometimes have to hold the button down before it will fire, and may have to 

press it more than once. Third, missiles are slow moving when compared to your pulse 

cannons. So while they may do significant damage, it may take a while for it to reach its 

target, leaving precious seconds for the enemy to get off more shots at you. Fourth, of 

course, is that you or someone else on your team may accidentally fly in the path of a 

friendly missile while it’s on its way to its target. 

 

If a missile is fired at you, there are a few options. You might try putting something 

between you and the inbound missile (get close behind a capital ship for example– 

preferably an enemy one). Hitting full thrusters and heading away is always an option if 

you’re already going fast, just keep going until the missile runs out of range. If a missile 

is close and heading directly in to your nose, shoot it down, just lead the smoke trail as 
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you would a fighter (you can un-link to get more shots off, you only need one hit). If a 

missile is close on your tail, Thrust and break in one direction (say left or right) as much 

as possible, if it hasn’t passed after a few seconds, change direction again (up or down, 

but not back to your original path). Dropping some chaff as you turn will also help. Know 

that while you are dealing with an inbound missile, your enemy is still out there hunting 

you. So don’t forget about him. 

 

THE TACTICAL ID DISPLAY VERSUS THE SCANNER – Don’t confuse these two 

systems, they are similar in function, but are not providing identical information. The 

scanner is the sphere in the bottom center of your screen. It shows the direction of ships 

in relation to your own (imagine your ship being in the center of the sphere always facing 

into the back of your monitor), the allegiance (friendly, neutral, hostile – designated by 

color), the relative grouping of objects, how far they are from you (The larger the line is, 

the further away they are), and their direction of travel relative to you. This is where you 

can get an overview of the entire playing field and track all enemies as a whole. 

 

The tactical display lists the enemy ships in the field of battle, identifies them, and tells 

you how far they all are from you (with actual numbers). From this you can also discern 

if they are getting closer (numbers decreasing) or further away (numbers increase). The 

second half of the screen identifies the ship type, hull integrity, and any other information 

it can get from the object highlighted in the id list. 

 

So what’s the big deal here? Well many people tend to look at the id list to see who’s 

coming closer, and who is going away. That information is more relevant on the sphere, 

once you really get used to reading it. The other big note is that the scanner will 

sometimes pick up objects that are too far away to be identified, but that it knows are out 

there. Again, many players have incorrectly assumed that if their tactical display is clear, 

then there’s nothing to see. That’s wrong. It only means nothing is close enough for a 

detailed scan. The sphere picks up objects first (unidentified objects are shown in white), 

and will tell you what direction to head in to bring that ship into range. 
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IV. KEYBOARD COMMANDS YOU SHOULD KNOW 

 

TARGET NEAREST HOSTILE – If on the edges of a dogfight, or in a pursuit, acquire 

the nearest target (default ‘H’ key) and pound them until the lock is broken. When you're 

in the middle of a dogfight though, you need to get used to re-acquiring new targets often. 

As a ship is close, turn to it and attack. If it passes out of range quick, get a new target, as 

one will be just coming into range. 

 

TARGET IN RETICULE – Similar to the previous, except it will target the enemy you 

are looking at, even if there is one closer. Use it to gain a quick lock on a specific ship 

you see without scrolling through the target list. It’s also useful as an override to the 

“target nearest”.  Keep these two buttons close, but get used to using the right one at the 

right time. Using the wrong one at the wrong time can really be disastrous. 

 

COLLISION ALERTS – If your getting a collision warning, but don’t know what you’re 

about to hit or from which direction, hit the “h” key, chances are the closest enemy is the 

one you’re about to hit. 

 

CONTACTS SORTING – At the beginning of the mission, hit the contacts sorting 

button. This will cause your targeting computer to list first all the enemy ships, then all 

friendly ships, and finally all neutral ships. It’s highly useful if you have to locate a 

specific ship quickly. 

 

MATCH SPEED – Many pilots use this to great effect when tailing an enemy. It can also 

be a means of accelerating to a useful speed without having to look at your ladders. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM – In many scenarios, you are the squad leader. Don’t be 

afraid to give orders to your fellow ships.  Commands like “Protect my target”, “attack 

my target” and more are available during battle, and can really help with special 

objectives and events, or taking out a specific ship. If there’s one big ship, and several 

smaller ones, consider having everyone concentrate on the big one first, and taking out 

the little ones after. The disadvantage of the comm. is that most of these commands 

require cycling through two or three menu options to get to them. Try to memorize 

specific key orders to communicate without having to read each menu. 
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V. OVERCOMING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS 

 

NAVIGATING HYPERSPACE – The simplest and most efficient way to navigate 

hyperspace in almost all circumstances is to follow these steps. 

Switch to navigation mode (if not there already) 

Select the beacon pair you want on the navigation computer. (Find the system you are 

currently in, with a hyphen to the system you want to go to). 

Fly towards the beam, and build up the strength into the low 90’s 

Engage the autopilot (note beam strength may drop significantly at first, but it will level 

out). 

When the autopilot stops, switch to the local beacon. 

 

That’s all there is to it. Note that if you are “looking” for something in hyperspace, this 

method is not a good idea, as the autopilot will fly you really fast. If & when you find 

what you’re looking for, you will pass it before you can slow down. 

 

For more information on hyperspace, please consult the “Hyperspace for Dummies” 

thread on the forums. 

 

DOGFIGHTS – If you’re playing a mission with a huge dogfight, there are two main 

issues to deal with. The first is that you may get picked off all the time. The second is that 

you have constant collisions with the enemy. There are a few things that may help with 

this. 

 

First, don’t sit still. This is a “flying a spaceship” game. So fly. Sit still and you’re almost 

certainly flotsam. Get your speed up to at least 300mps. If you get too far outside the 

melee, turn and accelerate back into it. Try to turn in continuous arcs so you can keep 

moving in at least one direction all the time, rather than decelerating, and re-accelerating 

in the opposite direction.  

 

Second, use your thrusters to “jink”, to avoid being hit. That means drifting from side to 

side, up or down in order to keep your enemy guessing. If you just fly in perfectly 

straight lines, the enemy will find it easy to lead you. Don’t jink left and then 

immediately right though as this is the equivalent of accelerating, stopping and 

accelerating in the opposite way. Again, that gives the enemy precious seconds of you 

sitting “still” for them to line up a shot. Instead, try left, up, right; or down, left, up. 

Depending on the enemy you want to do each direction for 5 to 15 seconds each. Any 

less and you won’t be moving off your centerline enough to make a significant impact. 

 

If you are on the attack, use your thrusters to fine-tune your alignment, and slip into a 

good firing solution. You should also use it to compensate for your enemy’s drift. This 

will allow you to keep a firing solution longer. 

 

A great place to be when on the attack is behind the enemy. It’s easier to keep a lock, and 

there’s no chance of a simultaneous return fire. However know the ships you are battling. 

The raider zephyrs for example are very thin, and are hard to hit from the front, back and 
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sides. However they are broad-sides-of-a-barn when looking at them from the top and 

bottom. 

 

Fourth, you can avoid becoming a constant target and minimize collisions by staying on 

the outskirts of the fight. If you’re in the center of the mix, every passing ship will look to 

hit you. If you stay near the fringes though, you will be less likely to be targeted. On the 

other hand, you’ll have fewer targets to go for yourself, and they won’t be in range for as 

long too. 

 

Finally, if you are really annoyed at being pounded to death, or colliding time after time 

after time, Fly a good deal outside the melee, and wait a bit. When the rest of your squad 

thins out the enemy a bit, then go and join the battle again. This may get you past a 

horrible roadblock, but know that it won’t make you any better a pilot for future 

missions. 

 

 

JUMPING TO AND FROM HYPERSPACE  - Let’s start here by saying that there 

currently is no way to jump from hyperspace to normal space. This transition is scripted 

by the game, and if it’s not in the scenario, it doesn’t happen. 

 

Jumping into hyperspace can involve a jumpgate, or entering a freestanding vortex 

generated by a capitol ship. Entering jumpgates requires you to be within 

communications range. You then contact the gate on your comm. system and order it to 

open. The menus in the comm. will guide you through it. If it’s not listed, you may not be 

authorized to leave the system at that time. Check the comm. logs for an objective you 

have missed. Optimally, you should position yourself just in front of the gate prior to 

contacting it. When the vortex opens you will then be able to fly into it at a relatively 

leisurely pace. Jumpgates stay open for a good amount of time. 

 

Using a freestanding vortex is slightly trickier and involves a little more timing and 

positioning. Position yourself in the area where the rest of your squad is forming up, or 

next to the capital ship that will form the vortex. Don’t go in front; as you will be 

trampled over, and going behind will probably make you miss the window of 

opportunity. Face the same way as the cap ship, and everyone else. The cap ship will 

form the vortex directly ahead of it. When it forms (or as it is forming), hit your 

afterburners (thrusters are not fast enough). The cap ship will take off rather quick and 

when it is gone, the vortex will collapse quickly behind it. 

 

In both cases, be sure to fly to the “hole” in the center of the vortex. If your angle is off, 

you might fly through the wall of the vortex. If that happens, or if you are in the area of 

space where the vortex forms, you will be subject to destructive forces and/or lethal 

radiation. 

 

THE MISSION HAS STALLED (I don’t know what to do) – The game will give you 

mission objectives in a number of ways. The biggest way to avoid the trap of a stalled 

mission is to pay attention to all of these components. First. Listen to, and study the 
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readout of the mission briefing carefully. Critical mission objectives will be listed in a 

box on the top right. You must successfully achieve all the listed goals to move on. 

 

Second, a cut scene may give you a piece of new or evolving information. Always watch 

the cut scenes, both during a scenario, and in between them. 

 

Third, you may receive commands or suggestions through your comm. system. Listen to 

what the other pilots are telling you, especially if they are superior officers. 

 

Fourth. Read any and all captions. Though these should not normally contain any vital 

commands, you never know when there will be a key piece of information there. 

 

So you don’t know how to proceed, or missed what to do next, what do you do? 

Remember that all objectives or commands will be listed in your communications log. If 

you are stuck with nothing to do, check the communications log to find out what your 

next move is supposed to be. If you’re way off your mark on what to do or where to go, 

don’t panic. Chances are if you return to where you need to go you can pick right up 

where you left off. If however, in the rare instance you realize that the move you’re 

supposed to make has become impossible to achieve (and the mission hasn’t ended on its 

own), then you must re-start the level. 

 

DOCKING – Docking consists of a few specific maneuvers. One, you must fly to the 

ship or station you need to dock with. Second, locate the docking bay. It’s usually a wide 

rectangular shaped box with the short sides coming to points (so it’s actually a hexagon). 

It is almost always glowing red, and extends into the body of the ship or station. Position 

yourself outside the bay about 100 to 200 meters away. If you’re too close to the plane of 

the bay, you may miss the “trigger” plane and docking may not take place. Next you must 

contact that ship or station using your communications system and request docking 

clearance. If you are denied, you either are not allowed there at all, or have not yet 

completed all you’re supposed to in the mission. If clearance is granted, fly into the 

docking bay at a reasonable rate. Don’t delay too long as clearance only lasts a limited 

amount of time. Once you pass the trigger plane you will fly into the bay and the 

automatics will take over. 

 

Note that not all ships will fit in all bays. Thunderbolts for example are too big for 

Hyperions to carry. They just physically don’t fit (this is stated in the show). 

 

FINDING EASTER EGGS – There are indeed many events, locations, anecdotes and 

secrets to discover and/or unlock during the course of the game. To find them you need 

some cunning and intuition. Obviously, the first thing you should do is to keep an eye out 

for anything out of the ordinary. If you see something find a moment when it is possible 

to go and investigate it. 

 

That of course is the second tip; look for opportunities. Many missions will lead you by 

the hand both in action and location. If you stray from them, you may lose the mission. 
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Others will allow you a certain amount of flexibility, which in turn often presents an 

opportunity to break away from the mission, often without consequences. 

 

Be impulsive too. Follow someone who is going someplace you’re not going. Go explore, 

see how far you get. Be creative. Let your imagination roam. Say to yourself, “I wonder 

if I can get to that place”. Don’t be afraid to try silly things or let your mind (and ship 

wander). Look for instances that may relate to other popular tales, or something that 

relates to real science or space exploration. Look for objects or places that stand apart 

from the background. 

 

Finally, as with many games, simply achieving a certain goal may allow you to unlock a 

certain feature of the game. 
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VI. ONE FINAL NOTE 

 

Other information on hyperspace, piloting tips, and other topics is pinned on the forum 

boards. There is a vast wealth of information in those two topics alone. Also don’t be 

afraid to ask any and every question. There are plenty of people on the boards who are 

eager to help. You should expect a slightly cryptic and Vorlon-esque answer at first. 

Don’t get discouraged or annoyed. Often players may want to give you a few hints before 

just giving you the flat out answer. This will give you the opportunity to get a nudge in 

the right direction while still giving you the satisfaction of figuring it out for yourself. If 

however you still need further assistance, ask for more information. Eventually you will 

just get the exact answer you need. 
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COMING SOONCOMING SOONCOMING SOONCOMING SOON    

 

Babylon 5 is a trademark of Warner Brothers Entertainment and all rights belong to them. As 

always, special thanks to “The Great Maker”, JMS. Neither the Space Dream Factory, nor the 

writer or contributors assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the information presented in 

this document or any liability for any damages you may try to pretend resulted from using it. Use 

is at your own risk. Remember, don’t drink and jump. Aside from an old Egyptian blessing I can’t 

think of anything else to say. Thanks. 

 

April 30, 2007 
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